
Tempered Raven 
Custom Order Form 

Order Date: __________________________________ 

Name (“Buyer”): _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

     ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Best time to reach you: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 I am over the age of 18. 
*If you are under 18, parent consent is needed. 

I understand by initialing below that a 50% non-refundable deposit is required before work can 
commence.  A custom order is a personal collaboration between the Buyer and Craftsman, and therefore 
will be thoroughly discussed before contracts are signed or payment tendered.                                       
Buyer’s initials _____________ 

The lead time for custom orders is 12 weeks after the deposit and signed contract are received.   Pieces 
ordered between October 1st and December 31st can take up to 6 months for delivery.  *Talk to a 
representative of Tempered Raven regarding the expected start date of your custom order and expected delivery date.                          
Buyer’s initials _____________ 

The Craftsman will provide sketches/photographs of the work showing the initial progress and allowing 
the Buyer to provide input.    Buyer’s initials _____________ 

The Buyer understands that the balance is due upon completion of the piece.  Shipping costs are not 
included in the price of the piece.    Buyer’s initials _____________ 

The Craftsman will provide pictures of the completed piece for the Buyer’s approval.  If the Buyer does 
not approve of the final work, they have the right to withhold the balance of payment with no further 
obligation to the Craftsman.  The Craftsman retains the rights to the piece as built or to reuse the 
components in other pieces as well as the non-refundable deposit.             Buyer’s initials ______________ 

I understand and agree with the terms and conditions of this contract: 

Buyer’s signature:  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Buyer’s name (printed):  _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Craftsman’s signature:  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Craftsman’s name (printed):  _________________________________________________________________________________ 

Date:  _____________________________________ 
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Blade Specifications 

Blade:  *All blades made with 1095 High Carbon Steel 

 ____ Please use the ____________________________________________________ blade style for my custom piece. 

OR ____ I have an idea for a shape of a blade (Additional $100 design fee). 
  *Please use the attached graph paper to sketch your shape design.  Please note we cannot go over a 9” 
    blade length.  The Craftsman will contact you regarding the custom shape of your blade. 

Size of blade (length of cutting edge):   Damascus steel: 

 1-3 inches (Base price $75)     Base price + $100 (up to 8” overall length) 
 3-6 inches (Base price $150)   Base price + $150 (8-12” overall length) 
 6-9 inches (Base price $300) 

Blade Thickness: 

 3/16” 
 5/16” 

Tang design: 

 Hidden tang: ____ full ($20, includes cap and pommel) ____ half ($0) 
 Full tang with slab handle 

    Tang customization: 
____ no customization 
____ squared ($0) 
____ domed ($0) 
____ hand file work ($75, full tang) 
____ custom style tang ($75) 

 Blade design: 

 Acid Wash ($10) 
 Hand-designed Acid Etching ($20-50, depending on complexity of design) 
 False bevel ($20) 

 

Handle Material: *There are multiple material types for handles.  We’ve divided this section so that you can see the 
options available for each handle type. 

____ Wood (Can be used for hidden tang design or slab handle design.)       

 Ash 
 Curly Maple 
 Poplar 
 Oak 
 Other: ______________________________ 

      ____ I would like a design wood-burned on the handle.  ($20-50, depending on complexity of design) 
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      ____ I would like a guard.  ($20)    Material options for guard and bolster: 

      ____ I would like a bolster.  ($40/each)    ____ brass  ____ steel 

 *double sized bolsters additional $40/each 

 

____ Micarta (Please write the colors you are interested in including in the micarta slab.) 

 Layered  _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Confetti  _________________________________________________________________________________ 

____ I am interested in the twisted handle style. 

 ____ I would like the handle to be engraved.  ($50, depending on complexity of design) 

 

(For Slab style handles only): 

      Pin Customization: 

____ I would like additional pins in the handle.  ($3 per additional pin)                                                                                 
*Please note that 3 pins is standard. 

Pin Material:   

 Wood 
 Nickel 
 Brass 
 Copper 
 Steel 

____ I am interested in Mosaic pins.  ($20)  *The Craftsman can discuss this option with you. 

      ____ I would like to add a lanyard hole.  ($5) 

 

Knife Sheath: 

      ____  I would like a kydex sheath.  ($25) 
 One piece 
 Two piece 

 *Please note that leather sheaths are contracted through another dealer. 

For Tempered Raven Use Only: 
Expected Start Date: ______________                         Expected End Date: ______________ 
Date Deposit Received: ______________                    Amount of Deposit Paid: _______________ 
Shipping Cost: ______________                                     Balance Due: ______________ 
Customer Contact Dates: ________   ________   ________ 
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